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place dynamix is passionate about cities.
We believe in the economic, social and
economic benefits of well planned cities.
We are committed to designing places that
are sustainable, memorable and valued

We have worked all over the world and at all scales from urban spaces to regional
frameworks. Our experience of transit oriented development (TOD) at various
scales shows it to be a vital contributor to the efficient distribution of growth and
improved quality of life in cities. TOD enables the efficient arrangement of land
use, density and people to locations that support and benefit from public transit
infrastructure.
This information sheet outlines our knowledge and passion for executing transit
oriented development and the rewards it brings for developers, governments
and ultimately, the consumer. It explains how our company and its directors have
become specialists in optimizing the benefit of TOD and capturing the value for a
variety of stakeholders.

place dynamix take a holistic approach to
urban development in order to address
the multi-faceted issues of sustainable
development. The benefits of TOD are
at the very core of the economic, social
and environmental pillars of sustainable
development. When successfully executed
in cities, these benefits can be realised by
government authorities, private companies
and local people.

As we move to a predominantly urban world, there has never been a more
appropriate time to re-evaluate and address how cities are evolving. As they grow,
enormous pressure is placed on existing transport and infrastructure systems
to move people efficiently, affordably and equitably. Even with government
investment in roads the speed of construction cannot keep pace with this
unprecedented urban growth. The resulting cycle of rapid growth, congestion and
subsequent restricted development leads to economic, social and environmental
problems that diminish quality of life. Sometimes these negative factors threaten
the very existence of the city and the advantages it should being to businesses,
residents and hinterland.
The most successful cities demonstrate that public transit is always a good thing.
Conversely, the rise of auto-oriented cities has shown us that relying solely on
this one form of transport is unsustainable. Road based transport consumes
disproportionately more space and energy, increases local air pollution, is more
expensive and decreases opportunities for healthy lifestyles in addition to causing
more fatalities than any other mode of transport.

What's wrong with our cities?
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The need for Transit
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The impact of poor health conditions associated with stress induced
by car travel is a serious concern to countries. The daily toll on
people’s emotional well-being is being felt in the classroom and the
office. People are becoming more angry, anxious and ill as a result of
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The environmental impact of using cars for every trip
Owning a car is a choice people make. When we design we are interested in providing people with the choice to take a better
alternative. Take, nipping to the shop for a loaf of bread as an example. In a TOD neighbourhood, walking is a quicker, cheaper,
healthier option that offers the chance of bumping into friends. Although seemingly inconsequential, the ability to walk to the
shop in a neighbourhood can save a lot of smaller trips that demand more fuel as engines stop and start. If people can improve
their quality of life and drastically reduce their carbon footprint in the process, then we have succeeded. A TOD neighbourhood
will have dramatically lower carbon emissions then a low density auto-oriented neighbourhood where people are forced to drive
to shops due to the long distances caused by low density, barriers to pedestrian movement or an unsafe, unpleasant public realm.
In a TOD neighbourhood people may even be able to choose not to own a car at all because they can use transit to commute to
work and other places
Shopping trips in car oriented neighbourhood
density: 60 people per hectare
max. walking catchment: 800m

Shopping trips in TOD neighbourhood
density: 200 people per hectare
max. walking catchment: 400m

Annual Neighbourhood
carbon emissions: 3.4million kg

Annual neighbourhood
carbon emissions: 0kg

Population = 10,000
5km a day = 1825km a year
186 grams per kilometer (emissions for 2010 RAV4 auto)
339.45 kg per person
3,394,500 kg for 10,000

The Cost of Urban Sprawl
The cost of providing more and more roadways is usually borne directly by government. Suburbanisation increases both the
capital cost and the recurring costs per household. It extends reticulation systems and increases the cost of water, electricity and
other services. Suburbanisation also stretches, public services and facilities such a policing, fire, ambulance, waste collection over
increasingly large areas. The short term capital appreciation of consuming agricultural land creates an alarming long term cost and
loss of environmental capital.

Suburban neighbourhood
density: 60 people per hectare
population: 10,000 people

TOD neighbourhood
density:200 people per hectare
population: 10,000 people

167ha
50ha

The Benefits of Transit Oriented
Development

The economic case
for developers of TOD
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The many benefits of TOD
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Previous page / place dynamix director, Dan Bulmer designed the
master plan for Al Rayyan South Metropolitan Center in Qatar
© place dynamix, MMUP & Oriental Consultants
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The TOD benefit to developers
Increased density and building height
Building to higher density is desirable to achieve the many
environmental, social and economic benefits sought in
sustainability. However, higher density and taller buildings
need careful deployment to avoid the negative effects seen
in some cities. A sustainable average density can be achieved
by using a polycentric network of higher density centres built
around transit nodes. This enables a variety of lifestyles
and lower densities elsewhere across the urban fabric. A
fundamental principle of transit oriented development is
building centres with densities typically higher than adjacent
neighbourhoods. When a TOD policy is pursued by a city
planning authority their own regulations will ordinarily allow
and often encourage taller building heights, larger floor plates
and a mix of uses that must include a viable proportion of
residential uses.

Higher commercial rental yields
Evidence has shown that TOD areas produce higher commercial
values. In San Francisco, land price for office development
increases in relation to its proximity to the public transit system,
Bart. An increase of $74/sqft within ¼ mile and $30/sqft over
½ mile (source: RICS). Locating close to transit can also reduce
operational costs for business who rely on transportation of
good or staff. Companies may chose to locate adjacent to transit
to reduce their budget when subsidising staff commuter travel.

Reduced regulations

A 3D polycentric rent gradient showing
rental increase in proximity to transit in
Rotterdam

In TOD areas, city planning authorities can also reduce ‘normal’
regulations, for example, for car parking, the cost of which
often affects commercial viability. In central areas well served
by transit car access and parking can be drastically reduced.
Careful use of setbacks and active frontages can add to vibrancy
and commercial values

Rental yields decrease 1.3%
for every added minute of
walking time away from
Bogota BR stations
Source: Institute for Transport and
Development Policy 2011

Higher retail footfall
Evidence from successful cities shows us that retail uses prosper
when located in areas that are easily accessible. With a high footfall
of passing pedestrians they become memorable places that people
enjoy visiting. When well designed, the area surrounding a transit
station will contain all of these vital ingredients for prosperous retail.
These ‘place’ values are what we create. Transit stations should

In Dubai, huge investment
is needed to construct an
elevated pedestrian walkway
in order to connect Dubai
Mall with it's closest transit
station, 1km away

attract high levels of pedestrian footfall as people make their daily
trips. Ensuring the surrounding area is accessible, safe, attractive
and vibrant is an essential means of maximising the added value
of transit infrastructure and its associated footfall. Place dynamix
has experience in creating places around nodes where retail and
other uses are located to add amenity, interest and value for transit
passengers and residents alike.
However, the experience in Dubai after the construction of the
metro highlights the importance of connectivity and the integration
of stations with their surrounding areas. Retail centers such as Mall
of Emirates and Dubai Mall have now to be connected to stations via
a highly expensive system of elevated air-conditioned walkways that
will use travelators to move people long distances, nearly 1km in the
case of Dubai Mall.

Costly and unsighlty
walkways are needed
without proper planning

Diverse property portfolio
Another fundamental principle of TOD areas is the collocation
of uses and facilities. The provision of health, social and
educational facilities within walking distance of stations reduces
journey time and traffic congestion whilst increasing l;and and
property value. Developers can benefit from the value and
reduced risk of a diverse portfolio of retail, health, education,
leisure to residential assets.

Developer certainty
Proximity to public transit has consistently proven to provide
more stable returns from residential sales to office rents.
Additionally, in times of market uncertainty TODs provide
greater yield than auto-oriented areas, for a variety of reasons
including people or businesses seeking to reduce transportation
costs. In the global downturn of the late 2000’s, Dubai was
particularly affected by a alack of certainty. The only areas to
fair well were those closer to the new metro system, including
Jumeirah Lake Towers where residents and buinesses have
moved to avoid travel and other problems found elsewhere in
the city.

Completion of Dubai metro
is boosting the office and
residential market during
recession as people look to
move closer to new stations

More residential sales and higher rents
A higher concentration of people and the economies of
scale from businesses clustering together makes more uses
commercially viable in higher density areas. In cities around the
world higher densities near stations support and attract a mix
of uses that draw people to live there. The availability of transit
also reduces traffic congestion allowing people to comfortably
walk to local amenities, reduce household spending on travel
and reduce their carbon footprint at the same time.
When transit is affordable, convenient and user-friendly, the
areas around stations prove to be most accessible parts of the
city. The residential value of such areas is demonstrably higher
than areas not well served by transit. Research by the RICS has
shown that apartment units in proximity to the BART public
transit system in San Francisco have seen a 15-26% increased
in rental value. In Texas, property near the DART system
have increased 25% in value. Apartments in buildings directly
opposite the Dubai Marina station are selling for 6.5 per cent
more than units in buildings further away (Source: The National, June 2009)

25% increase in property
values near LRT/DART in
Texas
Source: Land Value and Public
Transport, RICS

Capturing Value
Through TOD

Unlocking potential
around transit stations
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Encouraging development
around transit stations
The many benefits outlined depend upon unlocking the
potential that transit stations offer. The fundamental principle
is to maximise development around stations to provide a
variety of land uses, at a high density supported by a walkable
public realm. Place dynamix have developed a methodology
that prioritizes development to the immediate surrounds of
stations of the wider neighbourhood area.
The immediate surrounds of the station are critical to the
functional element of the metro system and will provide
access to the station, servicing, emergency facilities. The
400m TOPE area is also critical to the consumer experience
and is where the higher concentration of density and intensity
of mixed uses will occur. The wider TODA area will also benefit
from the transit station and will accomodate lower densities
and less uses.
Right / place dynamix produced a simple means of determining
priority development areas around transit stations
© place dynamix

Unlocking potential with mixed use development

Above / place dynamix have been working with government agencies in Qatar to identify development opportunities
around transit stations © place dynamix

TOD as a catalyst for urban
regeneration
New and existing transit stations offer a substantial opportunity
for urban renewal to take place in the surrounding area. The
advantages that proximity to transit can offer are proven and
these benefits can be felt both in the immediate surrounds and
the wider priority envelope.
The economic advantage of locating adjacent to transit and
its increased footfall will always attracts business, retail and
residents to TOD neighbourhoods. Increased land values and
higher rental yields can offer significant opportunities for
additional yield when new transit is planned. Place dynamix
has a wealth of experience in identifying and capitalizing on
those opportunities as well as unlocking the regenerative
opportunities provided by TOD around transit stations. Our
directors have provided planning, design and master planning
guidance to create various development strategies for
regenerating traditional station areas.
Above / place dynamix directors lead regeneration proposals in Doha, Qatar. as part of the National Master Plan
© place dynamix, MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Maximising regeneration potential over time
The arrival of transit stations can act as a catalyst to encourage inward investment and increased amenity and quality of life,,
helping to regenerate forgotten areas. However, the speed at which regeneration takes place needs careful management of market
conditions and of the existing built environment. For example, the ease of accessibility for people to enter stations or the quality of
the public realm and its facilities to attract people to live.
We understand the process and timing of urban regeneration and develop strategies accordingly. We produce realistic frameworks
that encourage development to happen immediately or over a longer term, usually depending on the proximity to stations. For
example, the area immediately surrounding stations (the TOPE) should be progressively developed in parallel with new stations
to fully maximise the opportunity and rectify any problems which may hinder TOD. In the wider area, urban infill may happen
incrementally over time to maximise the benefit of transit stations as the area’s land values rise.

Immediate development opportunities

Short term development opportunities

Above / place dynamix have been advising Qatar Rail on development opportunities around transit stations
© place dynamix

Long term development opportunities

Commercial viability of TOD
Internationally, metro systems that are commercial viable (that is not requiring continuous government subsidy) rely on non
fare box income. In Singapore 20% of income and 50% of profits comes from non fare box revenue. In Hong Kong 60% of total
income comes from property rental income In Tokyo the figure is 50%. (Source: MTR 2009 EoY Accounts)
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Harnessing the opportunity of places
Place dynamix is primarily concerned with creating places that are successful and memorable. Our experience has shown that
transit stations attract all the ingredients needed to make enjoyable and convivial places. A concentration of people, a lively mix of
uses with higher density and variety of buildings and architecture that define the place as a destination.
In the same way that transit will benefit public places, we also find that successful places support transit systems by increasing
ridership. Wanting to live in attractive and enjoyable places is a fundamental desire and common sense decision for all of us. We
are therefore concerned with how TOD can be used to make attractive and memorable places that people are drawn to and enjoy.

Above / place dynamix’s directors have designed numerous places in Qatar, including here, at Aspire Park
© place dynamix, MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Placemaking opportunities
Every journey is made up by a
series of places. We see each
place as an opportunity. To
reduce the number of daily
trips by car by clustering daily
amenities around station
nodes. Another opportunity
comes from the increased
viability of local retailers
who benefit from the higher
number of people passing
through an area and are likely
to stop and shop. Waiting
time generates the need for
food retail and other services
until eventually there is a
vibrant and dynamic series of
places.

The place dynamix approach
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Putting consumers
at the heart of the
dynamic

The Consumer centred approach
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Placemaking
We are primarily concerned with the creation of sustainable and memorable places. Our work revolves around placemaking
utilizing a wide range of traditional professions such as urban planning, landscape architecture, urban design and consumer
culture. Using diagnostic methods place dynamix is able to evaluate why existing places don’t work well, loose money or become
anti-social. Redefining the purpose of the place, designing interventions to turn it around and delivering through development,
management and other techniques. Retrofitting to achieve the hidden potential of under performing parts of the city.

Master plan around Khalifa Stadium ©MMUP
Above / place dynamix’s directors designed this mixed use leisure & community scheme in West Bay, Doha
© MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Our Services

Identifying &
capitalizing on
the opportunity
C Foster & Partners

Transit based master plans
Place dynamix specialise in master planning and combined with
our knowledge of transit oriented development, are experts at
planning around transit stations. Working in over 40 countries on
master plans varying in scale from villages to cities, we provide
all the necessary skills to produce realistic, sustainable and high
quality master plans based upon a market facing consumer based
approach.
Master planning around stations requires a different approach
but many of the fundamentals of good center planning remain,
especially in regards to density, uses, accessiblity and public open
space. We produce all stages of the master plan from inception,
to concept stage to design/build stage. We follow master plans
with services relating to the implementation of proposals,
including phasing plans, planning application documents and
assistance with negotiations with government authorities
Right / proposed transit master plan in downtown doha by director
of urban design, Dan Bulmer ©MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Identifying opportunities
Place dynamix has experience in working with clients to identify the opportunities that TOD offers. This has provided our clients
with the ability to unlock and capture hidden or additional value from their investment. Identifying development sites is one
step on the journey to unlocking the potential and value of land around transit stations. We also guide our clients through the
subsequent stages of complex land assembly, planning policy and regulations. In the absence of a statutory planning system we
are able to develop frameworks in their simple form to both encourage and rationalize development that meets government
objectives and owners aspirations..

Above / place dynamix have been involved in training for the RTA in Dubai to demonstrate
means of retrofitting areas and capturing lost value from the new metro system

Evaluation and analysis of the
built environment
Crucial to the success of TOD
strategies is a critical analysis of the
existing or proposed situation. Place
dynamix are highly experienced in
analysing the built environment using
the latest techniques and computer
modelling software. Such analysis
can be utilized when convincing
stakeholders such as city planning
authorities of the current problems
and how they can be rectified.

Above/ an example of a pedshed assesment to understand
pedestrian accessiblity issues in suburban Qatar © place dynamix

Brand development
creative
results. & marketing
Transit stations have become destinations that contribute
directly to the brand of the city or surrounding area. Stations
are the gathering places for people on their journey and often
the first experience people gain when visiting a city. Like any
architectural landmark, the quality of the arrival experience at
transit stations and their surrounds sends a critical message
about the aspirations of the city and the potential for repeat
visitation.
Place dynamix understands the importance of branding when
designing places and are passionate about high quality design
in all we do. We know how to utilize brand and develop local
identity to raise the awareness of places, attract people and
ensure they keep coming back.

Right / This vintage travel poster created by PDME’s Dan Bulmer
uses Doha’s architectural landmarks to create a city brand
© place dynamix

Designing the public realm
Place dynamix are highly experienced designers of the space between buildings. Whether it is public parks, squares or streets
we believe in the importance of a high quality public realm in lifting people’s spirit and making places more financially viable.
We design public spaces surrounding stations to be attractive, safe and comfortable which increases ridership by allowing and
encouraging more people easier access to stations. A high quality public realm has the dual benefit of increasing ridership which in
turn increases footfall, makes the area more successful for commercial uses. The result is locations where retail, food and leisure
uses prosper, businesses locate and people like to live. Health, education and other social uses support commercial uses and
ridership further reducing traffic congestion and saving time for pleasure. We continue to assist our clients in creating attractive and
functional public places around transit stations.

Above / public realm proposals for new transit station in Downtown Doha, designed by PDME Director, Dan Bulmer
© MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Designing streets
Streets are the life giving arteries of the city. They are a vital part of a vibrant and attractive
public realm. Place Dynamix are specialists in creating streets that are walkable, safe, active and
enjoyable. Streets that cater for a variety of movement patterns, including transit, pedestrians,
cyclists and motor vehicles.

We understand the importance
of interaction between buildings

The appropriate level
of density is needed to

and the public realm in creating
great streets

make active streets and
support transit

We design streets where priority is given
to the pedestrian but all traffic modes are
considered. Our streets can accommodate
public transport, cyclists, cars and people.
These are called ‘complete streets’

The critical mix of land uses
needed to support transit by
generating the necessary ridership
and providing ground level activity

We have worked in a variety of environments
where interventions are needed, for example
to shade public space from sunlight

Legibility and wayfinding
strategies
Crucial to the accessibility of transit stations is the ability of
people to easily navigate the area surrounding stations. The
legibility of an area has a direct impact on the number of
people using transit and in turn the financial viability of the
surrounding area.
Place dynamix is experienced in creating transit master plans
that are easy to navigate for both able, disabled and vulnerable
users of public places. We also develop wayfinding strategies
that assist people to navigate areas and arrive at destinations,
for example the Al Khalifa Stadium in Doha, home to the Semifinal of the World Cup 2022.

Right / Working with a government client in Qatar to develop simple
legibility strategy for visitors attending games in World Cup 2022
© place dynamix

Urban Design strategies to increase ridership
Placemaking and urban design are at the heart of all we do at place dynamix. They define our master plans, our public spaces and
our planning strategies. Well considered urban design is critical to the success of transit station surrounds. We use a variety of
techniques that predict and model how people use space. This allows us to implement realistic urban design solutions that can
directly increase the number of people using transit systems and the areas around them. We have experience of developing urban
design strategies, guidance and regulatory frameworks in a wide range of situations.

Above / Working with Qatar Rail, place dynamix have identified new opportunity areas for mixed use development
© place dynamix

Consumer experience assessment
The success of public transit requires a understanding of how
the system will be used from the perspective of the end user,
the consumer. Often, this seemingly obvious requirement is
overlooked in the preliminary design stages of new public
transit systems. The result is a system that is at least underused
but at worst in need of costly rectification to address defects
highlighted as consumers experienced problems.
Our philosophy as a company is to put the end user (consumer)
at the very heart of our approach to designing places. Thinking,
acting and designing from the perspective of the consumer we
are able to prevent costly changes to failed systems. We have
worked with clients to train stakeholders, develop strategies
and illustrate the importance of the consumer experience when
designing public transit infrastructure. Total journey experience
is a vital approach to ensure maximum ridership and added
value.

Right / We use a variety of technical, visualization and
sketch images to illustrate the consumer experience
© place dynamix

For more information or any other enquiries please feel free to contact us.
Place dynamix (Middle East)
a:
1405 Jumeirah Bay X3 Tower, Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, UAE
t:
+971 399 1186
e:
info@placedynamix.com
w:
www.placedynamix.me
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Project capability
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A selection of our projects
based around transit

Qatar Integrated Rail Programme

Previous page / Visulization for West Bay in Doha, produced by place dynamix on behalf of MMUP
© place dynamix, MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Qatar is investing $35 billion to construct an integrated rail network in time for the
staging of the World Cup in 2022. The system includes a metro system in the nation’s
capital, Doha and as well as LRT, people-movers and a freight railway connected to a
wider international network.

a

b
d

c
e

a /new development around World Cup
stadia ©place dynamix
b / Mixed use developments around
transit station ©place dynamix
c / Transit Oriented Development
proposal©place dynamix
d / Proposals for Park & Ride ©place
dynamix
b / Mixed use master plan around transit
station ©place dynamix

Client: QRail
Value: $35 billion
Consultant: Parsons Brinckerhoff
Services: Transit Oriented
Development, Master Planning, Urban
Planning, Strategic Planning

Place Dynamix (ME) were part of the winning team and provide strategic advice for
the program management and detailed design to ensure the network is constructed
to world-class standards with superlative consumer experience, internationally
noteworthy stations and lasting legacy value from destinations and transit oriented
development for the beginning of the World Cup. Our specialist team are providing
planning, urban design, transport and landscape architecture services directly around
stations and within the wider surrounds to ensure seamless connection for pedestrians
to stadiums and thus increase ridership for the transit authority. Additionally, we are
providing real estate services to examine potential commercial opportunities around
stadiums and considering the long term use of land around the stadiums post 2022.

Lusail Stadium, World Cup 2022 Final Stadium

Previous page / Visulization for Lusail Stadium
© Fosters & Partners

Place Dynamix (middle east) are providing placemaking, urban and landscape design
for the iconic Lusail Stadium in Qatar. The stadium will play host to the FIFA World Cup
Final and is an exemplar for sustainable architecture and urban design. Place dynamix
directors were involved in the choosing of locations for World Cup Stadiums and have
worked with the stadium’s design team, Fosters and Partners to provide specialist
advice relating to location, landscape and connectivity to transit stations. The project
will begin construction in time to play host to the event in 2022.
a

b

c

a / Lusail Stadium, Qatar ©Foster &
Partners
b / Lusail Stadium, Qatar ©Foster &
Partner
c / Lusail Stadium, Qatar ©Foster &
Partner

Client: Qatari Diar
Consultant: Fosters & Partners
Services: Stadium Planning, Transit
Oriented Development, Development
Planning, Landscape Architeture

Lusail Stadium, World Cup 2022 Final Stadium

C Foster & Partners

Causeway Bay Revitalisation Study, Hong Kong

Causeway Bay is one of the world’s busiest retail spaces and also densest residential
urban areas on the planet. Hysan and the lee family have long had property in the
area owning some of the most prestigious developments including Times Square. The
area is very well served by public transit but despite some sizable redevelopment the
extent of old property and the impact of major roads continues to fragment the urban
fabric and erode the quality of life.
a

b

c

a / high density in Causeway Bay
b / SOGO crossing, Causeway Bay
c / Pedestrian crossing, Causeway Bay

Client: Hysan Developments
Consultant: Townland
Services: TOD strategies, urban
design, landscape Architecture, Urban
Regeneration, Master Planning

A highly pedestrian used area (the crossing at Sogo is reputedly the busiest in the
world) the area suffers from visual and environmental blight and the study was
commissioned to develop regeneration strategies as well as practical short term
interventions to improve the public realm and ease the use for pedestrians. Place
dynamix director Ian Lyne was the study director and urban designer.

© Place Dynamix (Middle East).

Grand Hamad Station, Doha, Qatar

As part of the Qatar National Master Plan, Director of Urban Design, Dan Bulmer
produced the area action plan to regenerate a major part of the downtown area of
Doha. A major component of the regeneration strategy was to encourage growth
towards a new transit station south of Grand Hamad Street. Changes to the regulatory
system and zoning plan were needed to allow the consolidation of higher density
buildings and a more intense mix of uses in the 400m area surrounding the station.
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a / Transit master plan
© Oriental Consultants
b / visualization showing public realm
© Oriental Consultants

Client: Ministry of Municipality and
Urban Planning, Qatar
Consultant: Oriental Consultants
Services: Urban Planning, Urban
Design, TOD, landscape architecture,
master planning

New design regulations were also produced to accompany a transit based master plan.
Various options were tested as part of the master plan and different densities and
land use configurations were put forward to the Ministry of Municipality and Urban
Planning. Additionally, regeneration proposals for the wider area were created to ensure
integration of the immediate station surrounds and the adjacent neighbourhood.
Consultations took place through an integrated transport group of railway engineers,
developers and government authorities to ensure proposals were viable

Hong Kong Urban Pedestrianisation Study

The urban area of Hong Kong is amongst the most intensely used of any city. After
decades of growth, intensive development, road building and reclamation, the public
realm and in particular the pedestrian environment had become severely degraded.
Despite having one of he highest uses of public mass transit in the world, the pedestrian
environment in particular is often very user unfriendly.
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a / pedestrian movement in HK
b / upgraded public realm in HK
c / pedestrian crossing in HK

Client: Planning Department, Hong
Kong Government
Consultant: Townland
Services: Strategic planning, urban
design, TOD strategies

The study was commissioned by Hong Kong’s planning department as a territory wide
evaluation of the status of the pedestrian realm. The second stage developed a manual
of pro-pedestrian standards for all roads and public rights of way throughout Hong
Kong. Specific areas were identified as examples in various parts of the central urban
area and in the new territories new towns. Intervention proposals were developed
and tested for application throughout the SAR. The study lasted two years and after
initially providing expert urban design input, place dynamix Director, Ian Lyne became
the project director.

Hong Kong Urban Pedestrianisation Study

Tai Po New Town, Hong Kong

Tai Po was a small fishing village in the north west of Hong Kong’s New Territories. It was declared a new
Town in 1979 to deal with the burgeoning population of migrants and their families who had settled from
mainland China. The new town was the first to use comprehensive natural resource assessment as the
basis for laying out the town and its infrastructure. Ian Lyne, Director of place dynamix was senior urban
designer and landscape planner for the New Town which, with a design population of half a million was
largely developed on land reclaimed from Tolo
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a / Aerial view
b / Aerial view
c / Street view
d / Aerial view
e / Street view
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Client: Territories Development
Department, Hong Kong Government
Consultant: Urbis
Services: Urban Design, TOD,
landscape architecture, master
planning

The master plan discarded engineering proposals for a waterfront arterial in favour of a major park and
town square with promenades and cultural facilities integrated into the old fishing town centre. Well
ahead of its time it adopted planning principles of a compact and dense city with lower density suburban
development on the restored borrow pit areas of the surrounding outlier hills. The new town, a city
by western standards, had as strong commitment to pedestrian and other ambient forms of transport
with extensive cycle paths and a comprehensive bus network. The mainline train & mass transit were
connected to the city making it one of the first transit oriented new towns as early as 1980. The podium
style development incorporates mixed ownership high density housing in towers above retail and
commercial podia designed to promote active ground floors and streets, many are pedestrian only use.
Heavily landscaped the landscape ,master plan and guidelines were prepared by Ian and his team.

West Bay Transit Stations

As part of the West Bay Area Action Plan, place dynamix’s directors all worked on
strategies to realize the TOD opportunity of land surrounding the new transit system
which included a people mover, city wide trains and international trains. The showpiece
of these stations would be a world class central station that would act as interchange
for local, city-wide and international routes. The area surrounding the station was
designed through the area action plan and would act as the main gateway to Doha for
visitors from airport or Bahrain.
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a / street view showing new leisure and
community uses along beach © Oriental
Consultants
b / TOD design study © Oriental Consultants
c / design option testing for West Bay Central
Station and plaza © Oriental Consultants
d / TOD design study © Oriental Consultants
e / TOD design study © Oriental Consultants

Client: Ministry of Municipality and
Urban Planning, Qatar
Consultant: Oriental Consultants
Services: Urban Planning, Urban
regeneration, Urban Design, TOD
strategies

Director of Urban Design, Dan Bulmer studied each transit station and produced a
series of transit master plans and urban design strategies to ensure the above ground
area would support the usage of the underground stations. This included plans for the
central station surrounds and public realm strategies for Conference Street. Various
options were tested and the proposals now form part of the action plan which is
guiding development in the business district.

Holt Town Waterside, Manchester

Previous page / Visualisation of Holt Town showing new transit line and
Etihad City of Manchester Stadium © EDAW

Holt Town is a major regeneration area that links Manchester City Center with
the Etihad Stadium, home of Manchester City Football Club and host of the 2002
Commonwealth Games. The Sports City area formed part of the council’s wider
objectives to regenerate this part of the city by using sports and entertainment as a
catalyst for further investment.
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a / Holt Town development framework
around sports city © EDAW
b / Holt Town perspective from city centre
© EDAW
c / Holt Town Master Plan © EDAW
d / Aerial view of Etihad Stadium,
Manchester, home to Manchester City FC

Client: Cibitas
Value: $2.5 billion
Services: Urban Design, Master
Planning, Urban Regeneration

Director of Urban Design, Dan Bulmer helped create a unique mixed use master plan
around the Sports City area, east of Manchester. Director of Planning, Ashley Lynch
played a key role in developing the competition to undertake this prestigious project
in Manchester. The planing application was the largest ever application to the City
council. The 34ha site will be developed into a unique high density family housing
area in a traditionally deprived part of the city. Built around a new transit station on a
new extension to the city’s metro tram network, the project is also an exemplar transit
oriented development.

Holt Town Waterside, Manchester Sports City

C EDAW

Salwa Road BRT feasibility study, Qatar

Place dyanmix’s staff and directors were involved in developing proposals for a BRT
system along Qatar’s most important arterial and commercial corridor which connects
Doha to Saudi Arabia. Various options were tested and public realm strategies put
forward to overcome problems on this pedestrian unfriendly car dominated road.
Elevated walkways were tested that would provide safe air-conditioned walkways
directly into the BRT bus stations. Buses would then travel along uninterrupted
dedicated bus lanes and guided trackways into the city without delay from congestion.
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a / Street view showing elevated
pedestrian walkway © Oriental
Consultants
b / Street view showing elevated
pedestrian walkway and at grade
pedestrian crossings © Oriental
Consultants

Client: Ministry of Municipality and
Urban Planning, Qatar
Consultant: Oriental Consultants
Services: Landscape Architecture,
Urban Design, TOD strategies

Fanling New Town, Hong Kong

Fanling was designated as a new town in the late 1970’s and involved the agglomeration
of two existing small settlements Fanling and Sheung Shui located along the main
highway from Kowloon to Low Wu, the border crossing with China. The highway
presented a major problem to the planning of the new town given the volume of
freight traffic and its importance of the commercial activity of Kowloon.
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a / dedicated walk and bicycle ways
b / Fanling Metro Station
c / Aerial view of Fanling New Twon
d / Fanling Golf Course

Client: Territories Development
Department, Hong Kong Government
Consultant: Urbis
Services: Urban Design, Landscape
Architecture, Master Planning

The area comprised important agricultural and market gardening land and efforts were
made to sustain these important areas as parks and active green lungs by increasing
the density of built areas and developing a higher density town centre that would later
be serviced by the Mass Transit rail system connected to Hong Kong. Place dynamix
director, Ian Lyne was landscape master planner and also conducted urban design
studies for the town centre and central and local parks.

Al Rayyan North Metropolitan Centre, Qatar

Previous page / Visualisation showing central square,
grand mosque and tram connecting to Education City © MMUP

Al Rayyan North was one of two metropolitan centers proposed as part of the Qatar
National Master Plan. The center forms part of the strategy to relieve pressure on the
congested downtown area of Doha and concentrate growth around transit stations. The
new center was chosen due to its proximity to a new station as well as its immediate
location adjacent to Education City and QSTP. These neighbouring uses informed the
concept of providing a knowledge based community.
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a / tram connecting to education city via
central park spine © Oriental Consultants
b / master planning principles © Oriental
Consultants

Client: Ministry of Municipality and
Urban Planning, Qatar
Consultant: Oriental Consultants
Services: Master Planning, Urban
Planning,Urban Design, TOD strategies

People, students, SMEs and start up businesses would establish there take advantage
of transit routes, affordability and proximity to Doha’s prestigious education and
knowledge industry campus. As a compliment to the existing knowledge uses the
center could provide the ancillary businesses needed to support high tech industry,
innovation and research. The concept including proposals to extend the Education City
tram into the central area that would interchange with the city wide metro system.

Al Rayyan North Metropolitan Centre, Qatar

C MMUP & Oriental Consultants

Rochdale Town Center, UK

Rochdale Town Centre is located 15km north of Manchester City Centre. With the
heavy rail station dislocated from the town centre a decision was made in the 1990’s to
replace the heavy rail system with an extension of the Manchester Metro that would
extend the line to the town centre. This has proven to be a catalyst for the regeneration
of the town centre, transforming land that has traditionally formed the low value back
edge of the retail mall.
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a / town centre master plan © Aecom
b / visualization showing tram over river
© Aecom

Client: Ask Properties
Consultant: Aecom
Services: Urban Planning, Urban
Regeneration, TOD strategies, Master
Planning

Place dynamix director of planning, Ashley Lynch led the planning team as part of a
multi-disciplinary team that worked on behalf of a development consortium looking
to redevelop the town centre. Key issues included integrating the tram station with
the town centre and retail mall, connecting the town centre to the river roch, and
enhancing the setting of the Rochdale Town Centre Conservation Area including the
Grade 1 listed building of Rochdale Town Hall that dates from 1871. Also key was
integrating the tram stop with a new bus station providing important multi modal
transfer and access to the Manchester Metro System.

Badrah Community, Dubai, UAE

Place Dynamix Director, Dan Bulmer was Design Leader for the guiding concept and
masterplan of the first phase of Nakheel’s Dubai Waterfront. The proposal incorporated
unprecedented social and environmentally sustainable principles as well as the first
project in Dubai built along TOD principles.
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a / Aerial view of Badrah ©Woods Bagot
b / Housing typologies ©Woods Bagot
c / Public open space ©Woods Bagot

Client: Nakheel
Consultant: Woods Bagot
Services: Master Planning, Urban
Planning, TOD strategies, Urban Design

The large-scale infrastructure serving the Palm Jebel Ali effectively dissected the
overall site into four districts. The original concept emphasised these districts as self
sufficient towns offering a mix of uses to allow people to live and work in the area.
These towns were connected by an orbital tram. Within each township, a polycentric
structure of central nodes and smaller neighbourhood centres followed the traditional
Islamic pattern of central and local mosques with connecting souks. . .

Tuen Mun New Town, Hong Kong

Tuen Mun was designated as a new town in the 1970’s with a master plan for some 500,000. In
common with other new towns it was intended to be a stand-alone settlement providing for its
own employment, social and other public facilities. The master plan was prepared by Yuncken
and Freeman/EBC. Director of place dynamix, Ian Lyne was later involved as a partner of EBC
in the design and implementation of the central park and landscape master plan for the town.
Ian was also planning partner in charge of a subsequent study for the provision of a light rail
transit system provided access in and around the new town from a central station adjacent to
the central park.
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a / Aerial view of Bay
b / Aerial view
c / LRT
d / Tuen Mun Park
e / Tuen Mun Station

Client: Territories Development
Department, Hong Kong Government
Consultant: EBC (Hong Kong)
Services: Landscape Architecture,
Urban Design, TOD strategies, Master
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The light rail system consisted of two large and three small loops serving most of the public
housing estates in northern Tuen Mun. Ian was also responsible for urban design and landscape
schemes associated with several of the large public housing estates provided within the town.
In common with other Hong Kong new towns Tuen Mun was conceived as a compact settlement
with high density and mixed use podia style retail commercial and public uses integrated below
residential towers. A substantial part of the New Town was constructed on reclaimed land
using borrow from carefully landscaped area that became high quality suburban residential
zones.

